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Not Quite Banned
IN 1934 A LAW KNOWN AS the Newspaper Imprint Act (Act 14 of
1934) was passed by the Union Parliament. This Act made it
obligatory for all who wished to publish a periodical monthly or
more frequently to register its name and certain other details
concerning its management with the Department of the Interior.

The Act was intended to prevent the duplication of names of
periodicals, and to protect pap.ers already in existence from having
their titles used by other publications.

All this was changed by the General Law Amendment Act-the
Sabotage Act-of 1962. It amended the Imprint Act, by giving the
Minister of the Interior a discretionary power to require the pay
ment of a deposit of up to R20,OOO from the proprietors of any
new periodical applying for registration as a newspaper. There was
never any suggestion that the deposit was to be required for any
other purpose than to hamper would-be initiators of a ne.w
periodical considered undesirable by the official concerned.

This provision has now been brought into operation against the
New African, for registration of which a deposit of RIO,OOO has
been required by the Secretary for the Interior who acted after
consulting the Minister of Justice.

There is only one possible interpretation of the demand for the
deposit of RI0,000-that it was designed to prevent the New
African from continuing monthly publication. The RI0,OOO would
be forfeit to the State in terms of the 1962 amendment in the event
of the New African being banned under the Suppression of Com
munism Act, or under the Censorship Act.

The attempt to obtain this deposit is a mean act-intended as a
threat, and aimed at ruining the New African financially as well as
silencing it. It is a petty act, and should be seen for what it is-a
minor addition to the mounting total of wrong perpetrated by the
South African Government. Compared to the daily, hourly assaults
on the dignity and personality of many millions of South Africans
under apartheid, this attempt at the legalised maiming of the New
African looks-and is-insignificant indeed. We record it here as
an explanation to our readers of what has happened to us.

We hope, however, that it will also help to awaken those South
Africans hitherto untouched by apartheid and its authoritarian by
products to the destruction of freedom which they must have
thought guaranteed by their privilege. It might also do something
to remove an argument from the growing number of those in
other countries who are prepared to tolerate apartheid, and who
use, as one excuse, the fact that South Africa has a free press.

So far as the future of the New African is concerned, we must
re-state a point made in a leading article in August. Radicals, we
wrote, "must find ways of continuing their work in spite of the
Government's attempts to stop them~.

We concluded then, as we do now: "The New African will aim
to set an example in this respect."



The Mentality of
Calvinism
Afrikaner religious and political links

A. BRUSSE

A RECENT SURVEY CONDUCTED by the Nederduits Gere
formeerde Kerk showed that 36~/ of the white
population b~longed to this Church. If we add the
members of the two other much smaller Dutch Re
formed denominations we may confidently suppose that
at least 40~~ of the white population consists of
confessing Calvinists.

By contrast, if we take a look at the English-speaking
churches, we will find few Calvinists, despite a liberal
sprinkling of Scots among the English-speaking com
munity, possibly with the exception of the Congrega
tional Church, which is Calvinist by tradition. The
Presbyterian Church belongs by rights to the same
group, but as one of its leading ministers wrote in an
article in Personality some time ago, they have by and
large progressed beyond the "medieval" characteristics
of Calvinism, and have therefore to be excluded.

The case of the Presbyterian Church is an example
of the subservience of Christianity to nationalism with
fatal consequences. Obviously the Christians ?f t~e

Reformed faith in this country should be organIsed In
one organisation with Afrikaans, English and African
language branches. Meantime the situation is such that
the English-speaking churches with 90% paper me~

bership among Whites have hardly any moral authonty
in the English-speaking community and are in danger
of losing whatever little of it is left by reason of
persistent hypocrisy. They certainly. have no hope .of
making any impact on the Afrlkaans communIty
because of their group prejudice against Calvinism.

THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS of Calvinism which have a
bearing on the socio-political situation are its emphasis
on the rule of God in the community and its sense of
predestination, a general attitude towards life first
acquired in the personal relationship between God and
the soul, which is the essence of all religion.

One of the main problems for Christians is where to
take their stand in the world between the doctrine of
creation and that of redemption. God created the
universe so it must be essentially good, but it is now
in the h~nds of evil forces, and God is busy redeeming
it-"trying to get it back". ....

For many Christians the fact of creatIon IS of httle If
any importance and since the world is now in the hands
of evil forces, they intend to back out of it as far as

M R S. A. B R U S SE, yvho lives in JohannesburR,
is a South African of Dutch origin, a positive
anti-apartheid calnpaigner who refuses to use
segregated facilities, such as public transport.
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possible, particularly out of politics as these are seen
as the epitome of evil. This is notably the position of
Methodists and Baptists, who by virtue of their
exclusive occupation with things of the soul have been
largely responsible for Christianising Africans in South
Africa. These African Christians are in their turn "con
tent to let the world go by" as the hymn says. This sort
of Christianity is an unattractive proposition to wide
awake Africa today.

To Calvinists, h~wever, the doctrine of Creation has
always been an important impulse widening the sphere
of redemption beyond the personal to the community;
in other words Calvinists are dedicated to the rule of
God in the community with all the personal zeal flowing
from their sense of predestination.

Whereas to the commonsense English mind law
making is the business of running a state smoothly, as
economically (with as little interference in the natural
course of things) as possible, to the Afrikaans mind law
making is a form of worship, on which all possible
effort and attention is to be lavished. It does not matter
if we run up against a wall of hard economic facts and
other practical difficulties, we will climb over it with
the ladder of amendment to amendment of amendment
if necessary (as has happened with the Group Areas
Act), but we must have the ideal at least on paper. This
is a psychological compulsion. Other South Africans
must come to realise this and ignore them as laws in
the ordinary sense of the word as far as possible. To
Calvinism politics is part of worship.

Is the writer therefore implying that the apartheid
blueprint, which has gradually enfolded before our eyes
during the reign of the Nationalist Party, in all its
iniquitous consequences-iniquitous by our common
moral judgment, inspired by standards by and large
grown out of Christian ethics-is an interpretation of
the rule of God in South Africa? YES IT IS! But I am
of course only talking about the motivation of it all,
not about its rationalisation. We will, however, never
be able to attack the rationalisations of Nationalist
party politics with any hope of success unless we have
a proper insight in and due regard for its motivation
and this is what the antagonists of apartheid by and
large lack.

There is for instance a genuine confusion of concepts
among average nationalists with regard to culture, the
contention being that the rise of Africans would mean
the destruction of the Afrikaner's cultural identity. It is
obvious that if South Africa became a democracy in
the accepted sense of the word the Africans would be
in the majority and the Afrikaners a minority: but judg
ing from the history of the Malays, Indians and Jews in
South Africa, there is no better safeguard for retaining
one's cultural identity than being just that! It is the
political majority which is by virtue of its position
unable to isolate itself from outside influences. What it
amounts to is that the Afrikaner is at the moment
perpetrating the sam~ cult.u~al imperialism whi.ch h~ so
rightly loathed in hIS BrItIsh conqu~ror. In Its WIder
sense religious concepts are at the baSIS of every culture
and one cannot possibly transmit one's religion (as is
done by the missionary endeavour of the Afrikaans
churches) without transmitting one's culture: it is
exactly this which makes a multiracial South African
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serve God; a service which will demand real sacrifices,
not the lip-sacrifices referred to with so much pathos in
speeches by present Afrikaans leaders. You cannot be
made to sacrifice for selfish ends.

Photographer
For home portraits of distinction

p.a. Box 4716 Phone 45-4050
JOHANNESBURG

IT IS OUR DUTY TO BE THE MEN of the moment, to
compel the electorate to face facts, to point the way to
the future, to "play" the government the same way it
is playing with its voters, to bring about a voluntary
extension of civil rights and economic privileges,
remembering that a state functions only secondarily
through the laws on the statute book, but primarily
through adherence to a common morality.

The acid test to determine if justice and freedom are
ruling in a country is if that country can "afford" a
communist party. If the people of a country are reason·
,ably happy with social circumstances, few people will
be in the mood to prepare for a revolution. Why is just
about the whole white electorate suffering from "red
phobia" if a just solution is being sought to the coun
try's problems?

Looking backwards into the history of my country of
origin, moulded by Calvinism in an 80-year struggle
for freedom, I hope that the new African will have
much in common with the old Calvinist, who sang in
the words of the Dutch National Anthem:

Mijn Schildt ende Betrouwen
Syt Ghy 0 God mijn Heer,
Qp U so wil ick bouwen
Verlaet n1Y nimmermeer.
Daf' ick toch vroom* mag blijven
U dienaer t' aller stant,
De tyrannle verdrijven
Die my myn hert doorwont.

How America looks at South Africa
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nation a working prOposItIon. Some of the Afrikaans
lllissionaries are increasingly becoming aware of this.

THE BIRTH OF THE REPUBLIC is at once the crowning
moment and the turning point in Afrikaner nationalism.
Up to that time criticism was felt to be a breach of
loyalty towards one's oppressed peopl~; now Afrikaners
are beginning to direct their critical faculties on to
themselves and we witness a steadily increasing volume
of criticism. It would be unwise to regard a situation as
hopeless which has just taken on a better complexion.
We should not become desperate because our future
Afrikaner liberals have displayed such an exquisite
sense of loyalty; on the contrary, this is what present
liberals need in the face of mounting pressure.

There are of course a number of people who have
been and are persuading themselves that Fascism and
Calvinism have much in common, both in and outside
the Dutch Reforlned churches. In that case one might
as well say that Jews and Nazis stand essentially for
the same thing! It should be obvious that that which
God predestines is of the essence and it so happens
that the God of Calvinism is the very same One as the
God of Judaism.

There is an ess-ential difference between wartime
attitudes and alliances, springing from the expediencies
of the moment, like the American-Russian alliance of
the last war and the pro-German attitude of Afrikaners
(because they were anti-British) or the pro-German
attitude of the Finns, (because they were anti-Russian)
and the persistent efforts of disguised Nazis, like most
of the authors of Grense-the extraordinary prepon
derance of German names not having escaped attention
-to equate Nazism and Calvinism. The few Calvinists
in Germany in Hitler's days were perfectly immune
against Nazism. Calvinism also is by no stretch of
imagination more guilty of misconceiving its relation to
the State, than any other branch of Christianity has
proved to be in history, but it is in a better position to
correct itself.

For most people, vv'hatever their philosophy, to be
comfortable in the here and now seenlS to present an
irresistable lure, whereas others simply have no choice
but to fight for justice.

~.c\part froIn this minority which is consciously perpe
trating "blasphemy", the overwhelming majority are
simply unwilling to face facts they feel unable to cope
with. Afrikaners have a tradition of running away from
difficulties in the political sphere and if there can be
"no further trek" physically, we can still trek on in the
realm of political dreams (and this is a general human
phenomenon). Dreams, however, sometimes end in
nightmares.

I remember saying to an Afrikaans minister that Dr.
Verwoerd was the all-time confidence trickster. The
description is wrong, however, in one essential aspect:
whereas the victims of the con man do not want to be
tricked, the Afrikaners ask for it. In Dr. Verwoerd
therefore they have the man they want, but not the
man they need.

The man they want will help them to perpetuate a
mental ostrich attitude with no trouble to his conscience
as he adheres to the superman morality. The man they
need will appeal to their true selves, their desire to
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Approach to
African Socialism
The planned economic development of Africa

JOE MOLEFI

THE DRUM-BEATS OF POLITICAL independence in Africa
have given rise to pulsating vibrations of economic and
social changes in most of the independent states. These
vibrations have been felt more in countries like Ghana
and Guinea where the governments of the day have
acted with lightning swiftness to remould their old
colonialist national economies and transform them into
socialist economies. In her haste on the path towards
Socialism, Africa is spurred on by the desire for
economic stability and material prosperity.

But socialism can be constructively built only when
the people exercise political power, for with political
power, they will be able to legislate to make the realisa
tion of socialist programmes feasible. It is well-known
that the propelling forces in the African's struggle
today for political and economic independence are
epitomised in the concept of Pan Africanism-the
newest of contemporary ideologies in the world.

The doctrinal content of Pan Africanism shows
various concomitants, including Socialism; but social
ism itself has many variations, the major ones being
Utopian Socialism, Marxism, Democratic Socialism
and Marxism-Leninisnl, the philosophy of modern
Russia and Mao Tse-Tung's China. To this wide range
of application associated with the term, can be added
African Socialism which is the economic theory of Pan
Africanism. But before attempting to dissect the con
cept of African Socialism, perhaps it is convenient to
first understand the general definition of the term
"Socialism". What then is Socialism?

Socialism can be generally defined as a politico
economic theory according to which the means of pro
duction and distribution, and all major enterprises
belong to the people, and the wealth of the country and
its land are equitably distributed among the people.

Historically, there has been a continuity in the
development of African Socialism from older tribal
democracies to present-day forms. The concept of the
socialisation of the land, agricultural production and
distribution stems from earlier forms of tribal econo
mies or communalism. This provided for co-operation
among members of a community under the democratic
leadership of the Chieftaincy which did, however, not
violate the right of the community to individual free
dom. A prosperous farmer, for example, catered for the
immediate needs of his family and transferred any

J 0 E MOL EFl, journalist and former Treason
Trialist, is a national executive member of the
PAC, now in Basutoland.
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surplus crops to the community for the benefit of the
less fortunate ones.

ARISING FRoM THESE OBSERVATIONS therefore, African
Socialism as a conceptual element of Pan Africanism
and African Nationalism, has to be distinguished from
the Socialism practised today in other parts of the
world, which in its applicability may not be suitable
for the conditions and circumstances in Africa. As an
applied philosophy, African Socialism is designed to
solve the peculiar social, political and economic prob
lems imposed on the African continent by colonialism
and imperialism: its primary objective, consequently, is
the abolition of a colonialist and capitalist inspired
national economy and its replacement by an Africanist
Socialist economy. The principles set out in the concept
of democratic socialism, characterise the main features
of African Socialism. These are the establishment of
an order of society in which the exploitation of man
by man does not exist; a society in which the just
distribution of land and wealth to the people will be
ensured; a society where agricultural and industrial
production will raise the living standards of the people.
African Socialism seeks to adapt these ideas to the
evolution of an entirely new society which will have
completely eliminated the remnants of colonialism and
imperialism, and ·whose material and spiritual values
will be the social property and the pride of all, irre...
spective of one's racial origin or colour.

Obviously this presupposes the concept of complete
equality under socialism. Mangaliso Sobukwe says
however: ". . . the slogan of 'equal opportunities' is
meaningless if it does not take equality of income as
the springboard from which all will take off." This
implies an even distribution of income and property
by the state.

Furthermore, as Africa achieves her liberation with
the dissolution of colonial empires, her peoples expect
to see the realisation of material prosperity at the same
time that they achieve political independence. They
want to see planned economic programmes imple
mented to increase productivity of the workers; indus
trialisation; discouragement of high profits and low
wages; they want new forms of literary education, at
the vocational, technical and university levels so that
scientists, en.gineers and research fellows could be pro...
duced for the purpose of rehabilitating and developing
the national economy after the exit of the ruinous
economic policies of colonial powers.

IT WILL BE ·VERY INTERESTING to quote from an African
economist, Mr. S. G. Ikoku, M.Sc. (Econ.), and a mem
ber of the Eastern Nigerian Parliament, to illustrate
the general applicability of the foregoing principles to
economic planning in the emerging countries of Africa,
when Ikoku gave a perspective analysis of the revolu
tionary 1961 budget of Ghana recently. He said:

"Broadly speaking~ a budget. co.uld aim either at ~ain
taining the status quo or at bflngln~ about a change In a
nation's economic circumstances. The new Ghana budget
belongs to the second category-aiming as it does at changes
at an ac·celerated pace.

"I believe the new Ghana budget will be shown by events
to be a prototype budget-the first of a new type of budget
which will inevitably come into vogue in those African
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countries which desire rapId economic development but are
anxious not to continue as the economic appendages of the
Colonial Powers."

INDEED THE WHOLE AFRICAN CONTINENT in her struggle
for economic development desires to ceas~ to be an
economic appendage of her former colonIal masters.
That is why heads of independent African states are
thinking seriously of consolidating their econo~c

power in an African Common Mar~et. The eCOn?~IC

unification of Africa, like the creatIon of a polItIcal
union would increase her internal capital formations
to me~t the needs of African development projects and
investment. The capital would come primarily from
her own resources. At the moment most African states
rely on "economic aid" for their economic advance
ment. Yet this is not good enough, for the general
intention of the great powers in offering this aid after
their departure from Africa and Asia, is to attempt to
re-introduce their political influences in their former
colonies through economic programmes. This cannot
be countenanced by African Socialists as it invariably
leads to economic stability and dependence and neo
colonialisnl. A country which relies too much for its
development on foreign capital investors..will never
realise its true independence, both polItIcally and
economicallY-its national aspirations will remain for
ever dwarfed. This sentiment was stressed by Dr.
Kwame Nkrumah recently when he opened the Ghana
parliament: he warned against "the subtle infiltration
of neo-colonialism" in Africa, which turned supposedly
free states into countries economically dependent upon
former colonial powers.

The political expression of African Socialism, as f~r

as its impact against international bombardment.s. IS
concerned, manifests itself in the concept of POSItIve
Neutralism or non-alignment; while accepting "econo
mic aid" from foreign countries, the African states
must nevertheless refuse such aid if it means
acquiescence in colonialist policies. .. .

The colonialist powers have very evtl. IntentIons. of
fostering the expansion of their ec?nom~c. and ca~Ital
formations into Africa now that theIr pohtlcal relatIons
with their former colonies have been broken. But the
forward march of the African peoples towards indepen
dence and socialism will discourage these imperialist
schemes. The success of the African liberatory struggles
so far has dealt fatal death blows to the re-emergence
of colonialism and imperialism in other forms-whether
these arise from the East or from the West. The pro
gressive properties inherent in African Socialis~ will
certainly be Inarred by t~e appe.aran~ of the h.Ideous
monster of neo-colonialIsm WhICh IS threatenIng to
overturn the new socio-economic structures at present
taking shape in many ne~ly-inde~ndentAfrican stat~s.
All old practices assocIated WIth the old colonIal
regimes such as exploitation, must go, or else there may
be a reversal to the old capitalist forms. African
Socialism however, is not at all antagonistic to private
enterpris~; on the con!rary. Afric~n Socialism ~eeks to
place control of 11?aJor. IndustrIal, commercIal and
agricultural productIon In the hands of the people
through the State. . .

For centuries the Afncan contInent has been used
merely as a cheap source of raw materials for the
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factories of England, Europe and the United States of
America. These raw materials must today remain in
Africa to meet the great strides that are being taken
along .the road to industrialisation. And yet the old
Imperial Powers, some of them members of the Euro
pean Common Market, are constantly making subtle
attempts at perpetuating the economic dependence of
Africa on Europe. Earlier this year, the executive com
mittee of the European Common Market approved the
financing of several large industrial projects in Senegal,
Togo, Ivory Coast, the Malagasy Republic and the
Central African Republic to the extent of R2,540,OOO.
These countries, significantly, belong to the Monrovia
Bloc of independent African states which seem to
favour continued political relations of a subservient
type with their former masters. On the other hand, the
Casablanca Group, leading members of which are
Ghana and Guinea, are ostensibly the pace-makers in
the revolution to African Socialism.

To summarise, a socialist economy is the indicator
to the solution of the world's major social problems:
hun.ger, disease and ignorance; African Socialism pro
vides the precise formula for Africa. e
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Is Guinea really
Non-Aligned?

MARGARET ROBERTS

IN DECEMBER LAST YEAR, Russian Ambassador Semy
onovitch Solod left the West African Republic of
Guinea 'for personal reasons'; but everyone knew the
formula of his going to be a face-saving alternative to
expulsion. The departure of Solod-reputedly peerless
wizard of Soviet diplomacy-was the culmination of
three months of internal disturbances the seriousness of
which was not ·widely known outside Guinea. Even now
it's difficult to be sure what was behind the 'conspiracy'
uncovered at the time; but this is what seems to have
happened.

About August last year there was a difference of
opinion between the Government and the Teachers'
Trade Union over the functions and pay of different
grades of teachers. President Sekou Toure's personal
explanations and even modification of the government's
plans failed to win the support of the teachers' repre
sentatives. Even so the matter might have remained
within the framework of a normal trade union dispute
had the government not discovered that the director of
the Teachers' Union had circulated a memorandum
accusing the government of undemocratic practices. The
memorandum had been sent out before the executive
Bureau of the Guinea T.U.C. had approved it. Worse,
it was found to be circulating in foreign Embassies and
even in the neighbouring state of Mali.

ABOUT THE SAME TIME, the annual congress of the ruling
Parti Democratique Guineen, faced with a disruptive
dispute within the Railwaymen's union, decided in
principle that when in doubt the trade unions should
see themselves as the instruments of Party policy. Thus
armed, President Sekou Toure opened the annual con
ference of the Guinea T.U.C. with a sev~re reprimand
for the Director of the Teachers' Union and a demand
for the suspension of the Teachers' Union for fourteen
days.

Less than a week later the High Court relieved seven
of the executive of the Teachers' Union of their posts;
two of them were sentenced to ten years preventive
detention, and three others to five years-all for 'sub
versive and anti-revolutionary activities and collabora
tion with alien hostile forces'. The following two days
saw apparently well-planned demonstrations and riots
among the school-children in the capital, Conakry and
in the Fouta Djallon area. Tear-gas had to be used, and

M A R G ARE T ROB E R T S , formerly of Cape
Town and author of Labour in the Farm Economy,
is editor of the Fabian Commonwealth Bureau's
journal Venture (London). She is married 1'0 Colin
Legum.
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eventually the young people were loaded into lorries
and sent to their homes.

The government was clearly surprised and deeply
shocked not only by the extent of support for the con
demned teachers (it was officially confirmed that every
teacher was involved and the demonstrations were
thousands-strong), but also by the apparently organised
and co-ordinated nature of the protest. The government
concluded, with the help of documents captured and
shown to journalists, that a planned conspiracy had
been afoot. But who was behind the plan? The govern
ment itself gave several answers.

IN DECEMBER THE Russian Ambassador left Conakry,
after a flying visit to Moscow on the part of a special
Guinea envoy. And a week later, Sekou Toure described
the conspiracy as the work of a "Marxist-Leninist
group, based in Moscow, Paris and Dakar, wh?se
Machiavellian plan was to unleash a Marxist revolutIon
in Guinea". This seemed clear enough, especially since
the protesting students had been widely reported as
calling for the end of non-alignment in favour of whole
hearted espousal of the Communist bloc. But the Presi
dent also linked the French Embassy with the
conspiracy, accusing it of having made the diplomatic
bag the medium for messages between the plotters.
;Grotesque, commented the French Foreign Ministry!

The truth remains a matter for speculation. Several
factors and one or two subsequent events must be taken
into account. The first concerns the general policies and
attitudes of President Sekou Toure's government. It
must not be forgotten that Sekou Toure himself is a
political sophisticate, an intellectual who first espoused
and then rejected communism in his younger days. He
is not an innocent; he understands the objectives of
international communism, and while he accepts the
general Marxist thesis on the nature of capitalism and
imperialism, he rejects the Marxist solution for Guinea
and he refuses to align himself with the Soviet bloc.
The one-party state which he has built in Guinea is a
pragmatic response to what he considers the two over
riding needs of the country toda~: rapid, plann~d

economic development, and the maIntenance of strIct
non-alignment in international affairs. The single
inclusive political party, its personnel elected at all
levels, is intended to prevent the bad blood and waste
of personnel implied in a formal opposition and to
guard against the stimulation of local disunity by out
side 'cold war' forces.

BUT IT IS NOT ALWAYS easy. Rapid economic develop
ment implies dependence for the time being on outside
sources of aid; and these must be nicely balanced if
one is not to become too dependent upon one side or
other in the cold war. No doubt whatever they say,
neither side really likes a policy of non-alignment-in
the sense that both prefer reliable and committed allies;
but the communists are particularly bothered by a con
cept which can find no theoretical place in the Marxist
Leninist doctrine. While it is obviously diplomatically
unwise to say this in Africa, it would not be surprising
if the communists had tried to push their luck in a
state whose political structure and recent history seemed
to dispose it to accept the proposition that the world
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is divided into ~progressive' and 'imperialist' states.
This seenlS to have been what in fact, the communists
tried to do: Solod's activities along these lines was an
important factor in the disturbances.

They nliscalculated badly. It is interesting that Mr.
Ismael Toure, half-brother of the President, and known
to have had rather stronger sympathies with the com
munists than most other government members, took the
leading part in quelling the riots and making arrests.
And the President of the High Court which sentenced
the accused Teachers' Union officials was M. Abdoul
aye Diallo, whose political sympathies had also been
linked with the far left. In other words, there was no
wavering whatever in the leading circles of the Govern
ment. Despite apparent short-term gains in the ranks of
the teachers and the students-some of whom have
been trained in the East-the attempt to 'step up the
Guinea revolution' was a failure for the communists.

THE MISTAKE WAS APPARENTLY recognised at once. Soon
after Solod's departure, the Russian Vice-President, Mr.
~ikoyan visited Guinea to open the Soviet trade
exhibition in Conakry. His speech for the occasion was
full of praise for Guinea's platform of non-alignment,
and impeccably non-interventionist. The Government's
reception of Mikoyan was less than raptuous, but no
public reference was made to the Solod affair. In
February a new Russian Ambassador was accredited in
Conakry.

The immediate effect of the whole episode was to
intensify the general prickliness of the Guinea govern
ment towards any outsiders, from East or West. Forty
three students were recalled from Moscow University
and a few from Paris, on the grounds that they were
being subjected to ideological pressures. If the
atmosphere cooled between Guinea and the communist
governments, especially Russia, it did not warm be
tween Guinea and the West. All visitors and journalists
to Guinea during the few months following the disturb
ances were treated with suspicion.

SINCE THEN A GENERAL relaxation has set in-and
again, it applies all round. The emphasis has been on
business-like trade and aid arrangements. It is likely
that one factor in the upheaval last year was the rice
shortage, caused partly by a failure of a rice scheme
run by inexperienced Russians, and partly by the pre
vious precipit.ate adoption of the Guinea franc, which
meant that many farmers were smuggling their rice
abroad rather than sell it for Guinea currency. There
is no doubt that serious economic strains have been
experienced since the Guineans \vere forced by abrupt
French withdrawal in 1958 to alter their entire econo
rnic structure, mostly by trial and error. Though errors
have been quickly and courageously recognised, bottle
necks, dislocation and even minor breakdowns have
followed. Guinean inexperience was matched by
Russian and Czech ignorance of conditions in the
African vacuum which they were. quick to offer to fill.

This year major new trade and aid agreements were
negotiated with the Americans; and following the
Algerian settlements, relations with France led to the
start of negotiations for comprehensive agreements
with France as well. At the same time the Russian
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agreenlents have been renewed and expanded. Political
non-alignment-a proud, guarded refusal to pay, poli
tically, for economic favours-remains the touchstone
of Guinea's foreign policy, and is likely to succeed.
When Mr. Anton Joujou, Prime Minister of Bulgaria
went to Guinea earlier this year, President Sekou Toure
signed a joint statement with him on the iniquities of
~imperialism' in the Congo, foreign bases and so on,
but added, coolly, "We have the same aims, but our
methods of realising them may be different." Internally,
the Guinea government has shown itself flexible and
undoctrinaire in the methods it has used for the deve
lopment of the economy. Some of them have been
successful, sonle less so. The same pragmatic devotion
to the particular needs of the particular international
situation of Guinea dictates non-conlmitment in the
cold war. So far, that has been achieved, despite every
temptation and provocation. •

Send contributions to R. Farquharson, P.O. Box 2068,
Cape Town. One Prize of RI will be awarded for the
best item each rnonth, and two additional prizes of

50c each.

e Pet lovers, fresh wholesome mince, 3 lb. for 2s. 3d.;
fresh veal, Is. lb.; servants' beef, Is. 3d. lb. Save
money and have contented staff and pets-The Star
(H.F.L.).

e INVEST SAFELY
INVEST WISELY
INVEST IN THE
GHANA NATIONAL LOTTERIES.
-Advertisement in the Ashanti Pioneer, Kumasi.
(J.C.).

e With the Kaokoveld Bantu Reserve and the south
ern Kaokoveld Nature Reserve, the Etosha Reserve
forms the largest nature reserve in the world
Digest of South African' Affairs. (Y.S.)

e The Police Department is anxious to built up a
reserve Police Force to assist the full time Police
Force in times of emergency. All male europeans
over the age of 21 years who are willing to serve his
country and enlist in such an adventure are invited
to call at the Braamfontein Police Station-Circular
from S.A. Police, Johannesburg.

e No cost-of-living allo\vance is payable any more
seeing that it has already been consolidated with
the basic salary.-Advertisement by O.F.S. Educa
tion Department.

e Mr. Handley, a public relations consultant, said
presenting South Africa's case to the rest of the
world is recognised in international public relations
circles as the trickiest single public relations problem.
-South African Digest, issued by the Department
of Information, Pretoria.

e Neville and Brenda wish to announce that they
will be going steady until Fri.-Personal column,
The Star.
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JONATHAN PATON Apartheid versus rrThe Bomb"

WHEN I ARRIVED IN BRITAIN in July, 1960, I expected to
find nation-wide support for the Anti-Apartheid cause.
Clutching 300 copies of the latest Contact which I had
brought with me from Cape Town, I leapt off the bus
at Victoria and stormed the offices of an organisation
concerned with African Affairs. Smiling at my enthu
siasm, a hardened female secretary suggested that I
deposit 50 copies on a shelf already littered with piles
of leftish literature from Johannesburg to Jinja. Two
months later a Cambridge postman brought 40 un
wanted Contacts to my door.

With slightly waning zeal I stood with 250 Contacts
outside a Cambridge bookshop. My home-made poster
read "The evils of Apartheid exposed for only six
pence." Three gumchewing teenagers screwed up their
noses as they read, or tried to read, my poster "The
... wot? ... E-L-V-I-S ... of a party ... 'Ere, wot's
'is game?" After two hours I had sold five Contacts.
One of the five avid purchasers, a youthfully earnest
undergraduate, suggested through his spectacles "Try
and sell them at the Societies' Fair. I suggest you try
the JAGUAR stand ... Oh, so sorry. Not the car.
JAGUAR actually stands for 'Joint Action Group for
Understanding Among Races'."

I made my way through the buzz of Oxbridge con
versation to the JAGUAR stand which I found in the
furthest corner of the hall. I dropped 245 Contacts.
onto the table. "Jolly good," said the young secretary.
"We need South Africans in JAGUAR. I'm sure you'd
like to help us sell 100 copies of this Oxford paper on
racial prejudice. It's called Contact . . . What? Extra
ordinary. Your paper is also called Contact!"

The S~nior Tutor of my college gave a sherry party
for all English and overseas graduate students. I was
introduced as a South African and after half an hour
and three glasses of sherry I felt that Cambridge
academics really did seem concerned about South
Africa:

"And would you say, Mr. Paton, that in spite of the
banning of the Congress movements there is still a
reasonable chance that most Africans will continue to
support Loo-thoo-Iey's demand that all resistance
should be non-violent?" Our conversation was inter
rupted while more sherry was poured and my interro
gator vanished. Five minutes later I heard his voice
behind me:

"And do American intellectuals really believe that
the Castro regime cannot continue in spite of Castro's
threat to nationalise Cuba's chief industries?' ,

I JOINED JAGUAR AND THE LABOUR and Liberal Clubs. I
soon discovered that the little round black badge with
an inverted white cross stood for C.N.D. and that

J 0 N A T H A N PAT 0 N has recently returned
from post-graduate study at Cambridge University
and is teaching at Hi/ton College, Natal. He is the
younger son of Alan Paton.
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"C.N.D." stood for the Campaign for Nuclear Disarma
ment. Perhaps I was a little better informed than the
Englishman in the street (Peter Sellers) who, when
asked by a BBC reporter (Peter Sellers) "You, sir.
What are your views on the bomb?" replies "What
bomb?" Nevertheless, before going to Britain I had
not heard of the term "unilateral disarmament" (I was
not a New Statesman reader at the time) and perhaps
if I had remained in South Africa, I would still be
unable to say what the "Committee of a Hundred" was.

I later joined C.N.D., but could never work up
enough enthusiasm to march from Aldermaston or lie
down in Whitehall. I devoted my energies rather to
organising study groups on South Africa, speaking at
several meetings, collecting small amounts of money,
and working through JAGUAR. C.N.D. supporters
could not understand why I had such an "exaggerated"
idea of the importance of South African problems in
the field of international politics, and several told me
that if the bomb fell, the world, including South
Africa, would be destroyed.

I once addressed a small group of University
Socialists on South African problems. Several young
Socialists questioned me closely about the views of
Liberals on Nationalisation. Even more intense ques
tions were asked about non-violent resistance and the
discussion that followed revealed two distinct groups,
one pro-, the other anti-violence. Madam Chair inter
vened: "All our meetings end up the same way. Do
the Communists have to attack C.N.D. at every
meeting'!"

I decided to stick to JAGUAR. Of course I realised
that JAGUAR was not only an anti-apartheid organi
sation. It was opposed to racial discrimination
throughout the world. In spite of this, many of its
meetings were on South Africa, and this led to the
unfair attack by some white South Africans that
JAGUAR was simply a disguised branch of the South
African Liberal Party. Unfortunately JAGUAR was
(and perhaps still is) the most paradoxical organisa
tion in Cambridge. On the one hand, it was an action
group, and on the other it was supposed to create
understanding among the races. For example, when
JAGUAR attempted to take action by circulating a
petition suggesting that South Africa be made to change
her race policies or withdraw from the Commonwealth,
several English and South African conservatives said
that JAGUAR was creating tension rather than under
standing among races. When JAGUAR concentrated
on raising money for political prisoners, and holding
study groups on race problems in Africa and the West
Indies, the Labour Club accused it of being a philan
thropic study group rather than an action group, and
this led to another paradox within JAGUAR.
JAGUAR was intentionally created to embrace all
political thought in its fight against race discrimina
tion. It was to charge a nominal membership fee and
to receive financial aid from all the political clubs and
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Student "causes" at

Cambridge University

from other organisations, which included even the
Caius Milk and Wine Society and the Tuskers' Club!
FOR SEVERAL MONTHS the Cambridge University
Conservative Association (CUCA) accused JAGUAR
of being run by South African fanatics. In fact, how
ever, it was a non-South African crisis that led to
CUCA's withdrawal from JAGUAR. The Jewish
Society complained that Sir Oswald Mosley had been
asked by CUCA to address a meeting in Cambridge.
JAGUAR protested to CUCA but the meeting was not
cancelled. After several weeks of tension CUCA with
drew its support for JAGUAR which meant that
JAGUAR would no longer receive CUCA's terminal
subscription of £IO-one of the biggest. Soon after this
a suggestion was made that JAGUAR cease to be an
action group and I believe that this suggestion was
adopted at a meeting soon after my resignation as
chairman due to pressure of work.

Cambridge does not have a Students' Representative
Council and the Union is a private society (membership
open to men only) which holds debates of very high
standard but which does not pass motions on behalf of
the student body. In fact on the Oxbridge campus there
is no "student body" and the links with the National
Union of students are almost non-existent. It is true
that after Sharpeville huge sums of money were
collected at Oxbridge for the :Defence and Aid Fund,
but now only a trickle of the money collected finds its
way to this fund. This is understandable when one
realises that worthy causes are demanding money
almost every week. Cosmopolitan Cambridge is asked
to collect for Kenya famine relief, Algerian refugees,
West Indies hurricane relief, Congo victims ...

Two years in Cambridge certainly improved my per
spective of international affairs. I see now-and I hadn't
seen it before-that the bomb, Berlin and the Common
Market are more important internationally than the
South African situation. But this does not alter my
criticism of several C.N.D. supporters who put all their
eggs in the bomb basket. They cynically refuse to
transfer even a bantam's worth into another basket.
Some in their pessimistic moods even venture to suggest
that total world destruction by the bomb is inevitable
and the implication seems to be "Why bother to do
anything about anything?" One C.N.D. supporter
listened to my account of the Sabotage Bill. I told him
I was apprehensively returning to Durban. "That is if
you ever reach Durban," he interrupted. "The world
will probably blow up first."

I have reached Durban and the world has not blown
up yet. It might do so before this article is published.
But while the bomb remains dormant apartheid legis
lation continues. And C.N.D. action alone will never
stop it. •
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My .Grandmother

As sinewy as biltong, as narrow
As the path around her house
She keeps her pride intact,
Fiercely erect, with both eyes, her hands, her feet
Her half-blind crooked legs
Intent on the unbending God
Dazing her from above;
The coast she hugs is cruel and comfortless.

Intolerant of so much of
The champing, leering, breath-blown-on-to-old-chafed

hands
Snickering world, she keeps a short leash
To her cupped bit, her palms held close
Like a cat on a mat
With a sharp scratch and a bite
For those who love the light
But find the source too cold . . .

Yet should you be stranded or unaided
Or yield to temptation's bait
Finding no answer from the decentralised
Warmth you feel and covet all about
She will not be gay or quick or glib
But will lead you out
Showing you how strait is the gate
How good the reward.

Being strong, she knows the cold
And fears it. As lonely as a prophet
Her dogma rages unheeded
Binding her Motherhood and sealing
The scattered seed; And her house has known
The deafening lights that now stands
Exiled in age and marooned by her convictions,
Its grief beaten into whispers.

Only the pupils interrupt her vigil
The unwilling students of her clod-hopping
Adopted tongue. How gratefully she goes
Her plough-blades gleaming, towards those morning

fields,
Her fixed labours crossing the long afternoon
Till a ripple of wind pushes
The arid windmill far back in her old Dutch veins
And she rises absorbed, her self-hood grinded to a wave

of light.

Soon, they are gone and her waiting
Resumes. The tall shadows begin their evening task
Of flagging off the jagged
Or unrepentant intruders: The burrows
Are warm and glad about her bones where she tunnels
Deep in her body's mistake: And within she prays
For that abrupt landslide, the huge mountain
Or rectifying darkness, now all but level with her sight.

PERSEUS ADAMS
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The Voortrekker Monument

Tribute to a Tribe

w. J. H. CULLINAN

IT IS EASY to find the Voortrekker Monument; once
one is within the environs of Pretoria it is seldom out
of sight. From the approach wide steps lead to the only
gate in the massive laager of stone ox-wagons with
which it is encircled. The first reminder of the Monu
ment as a place of pilgrimage, and not just an
unaesthetic joke, is a notice in English and (curiously)
French, asking visitors to behave reverently and
decently. This has a sobering effect, and lends a sombre
note to all subsequent impressions. The stairs to the
main door of the building curve upwards on either side
of an enormous bronze statue of a woman in Voor
trekker dress. The eyes of this sun-bonneted volks
moeder are fixed on the distant hills. Two frightened
children cling to her skirts, hiding their faces.

Inside the building the central hall is cool, dim and
stone-floored. A white marble frieze in bas relief runs
round all four walls. Carefully carved, it depicts the
story of the Voortrekkers. They are seen in the first
panel leaving the Cape at the start of their trek. Soon
they are engaged in frightful combat with near-naked
savages. Women load muskets, and ride for help. In
one scene a young girl chisels a memorial to her dead
father. There are cruel massacres, but still the women
encourage the men to go forward. Retief and his men
are slaughtered. Finally, after a victorious battle against
the tribesmen, the Church of the Vow is built in

Africa Diary

dedication and thanksgiving. The treacherous chief,
D.ingane, is nlurdered by the Swazis, amongst whonl he
has taken refuge after his defeat: and the British sign
a Convention in recognition of the first Trekker
Republic.

ONE IS BACK at the main door, having come full circle.
But how to explain to three bewildered small children
what it is all about, let alone to a mystified American
student due to leave for New York in an hour's time?
However, one has a disturbing idea of what it must
mean to many. It is more than just a monument to the
heroic endeavours-and heroic they often were-of the
Voortrekkers. It is a clever and careful piece of propa
ganda designed to perpetuate the idea of the ever
present swart gevaar. One can sympathise with a young
and aspiring nation wishing to extol its hardy forebears,
and to accord them honour. One can even appreciate
that a monument to this end could be, at the same
time, a quasi-religiou~ symbol-but only if the monu
ment itself is seen purely as a tribute to the "tribe".
(Perhaps in this case the only consciously integrated
tribe still surviving in South Africa.) The Voortrekker
Monument, however, purports to be a national monu
ment, a national shrine. Can it ever be regarded in this
light when it shows the majority of the inhabitants of
South Africa as 'the enemy', and the English playing a
negligible part? (The latter are shown twice; first, pre
senting a Bible and appropriate good wishes to the
departing Trekkers, and then again in the final scene
of the frieze as signatories to the Convention.)

From the main hall one looks down over a central
circular parapet to the basement vault below. In its
centre is the cenotaph, an oblong block of pinkish
marble. A carefully angled aperture is built into the
domed roof of the Monument. It has been calculated
that at exactly 12 noon on 16 December, the Day of
the Vow, the sun (if it is shining that day) will illumi
nate the inscription on the tomb. This reads ONS VIR
JOU SUID-AFRIKA. The supposition is that the tomb
commemorates those Trekkers who were killed on the
treks. Set into the walls of the vault at one side is a
modern brass hurricane lamp, kept perpetually alight.
This is the 'sacred flame', which purports to be the
'light of civilisation' carried forth by the Voortrekker
Movement, the focal point of the volksideaal.
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by spiral staircases with narrow slit \vindows in frontier
style. A second door in t.he garden below leads to a
slnall Inuseum. This is interesting enough with tableaux
vivants behind glass, and an assortment of clothes,
Bibles, diaries and other personal belongings of the
Trekkers. One small case containing rough clay pots
and a few glass beads is labelled "Bantu Objects."

But everywhere about this place is an aura of
oppressive symbolism and misplaced emotion. One
cannot but feel it; and the whole hilltop conveys the

Northern Rhodesian Elections

The Widening Breach
THE GENERAL ELECTION that took place in Northern
Rhodesia in October brought to light two main facts
above all others. The first is that no single party can
claim to have won it. The second is that th.e result
itself had the effect of pushing races wider apart than
before. Nevertheless, the constitution has left one man
in a stronger position than he was before. This man
is Kenneth Kaunda, leader of the United National
Independence Party (UNIP).

In the elections, the struggle was mainly between Sir
Roy Welensky's pro-Federation United Federal Party
and Kaunda's UNIP which is uncompromisingly
against Federation. While the UFP is predominantly
white, UNIP is predominantly black. Hence the struggle
was not only a battle between pro-Federationists and
anti-Federationists 'but also a clash between white
nationalisnl from the south and black nationalism
sweeping through Africa from the north.

Results in the election showed that the UFP had
won 15 seats~ UNIP 14 and the African National Con
gress led by Harry Nkumbula, five. Thus no party
emerged strong enough to form a government. Another
attempt is to be made to fill the 11 remaining seats at
the December 10 by-election. But it is thought that only
the one upper roll seat (in which no election took place
because of the death of a candidate) will be filled by
the UFP. The ten national seats are likely to remain
unfilled as no candidate is likely to win the right
percentages of votes.)

The Liberal Party steering a middle course between
its larger rivals was completely eliminated and has since
died. Its leader, Sir John Moffat~ a great grandson of
explorer David Livingstone, was lucky to keep his
deposit. Nearly all his 27 candidates lost their deposits.
Another African nationalist party-the Barotse
National Party suffered the same fate despite some
support in one constituency from the UFP. None of
the independents were elected either.

The constitution provided for a House of up to 53
members of whom 45 would be elected by popular
vote. Of the rest, six would be top civil servants nomi
nated to sit in the House by the Governor and the
other one or two would be nominated unofficials.
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impression of a site selected for a dramatic last stand,
its doom inherent in its whole conception. Against this
background of heavy Afrikanerdom the double gates
through which all visitors nlust enter and leave are
curious-a breach in the laager in more than just the
literal sense. They are designed~ inexplicably, as a
fence of assegais surmounted by traditional warrior
shields. Could this be an unconscious acknowledgement
that the laager has been penetrated after all? One
hopes so. •

TITUS MUKUPO

While the British Government was willing to extend
the franchise to more Africans than ever before
through this constitution, it was unwilling to see the
European voter swamped by the African. So in an
effort to balance the voting strengths of the groups,
this ingenious arrangement was resorted to.

Fifteen of the elected members (intended to be white)
were to be elected by upper income group people, that
is, those earning £700 a year and over. Fifteen others
(intended to be black) were to be elected by the lower
roll or lower income group people earning £120 a year
and literate. To tip the scale one way or the other, 15
national seats were included. One of these was set
aside as a reserved seat for Asians. The remaining 14
were paired up and for each candidate to succeed he
was required to win at least one-tenth support of
Europeans and one-tenth of Africans voting in his
constituency. In addition he was required to win not
less than one-fifth support from either of the racial
groups.

IT WAS THOUGHT BY THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT that this
device would encourage politics to develop on non
racial lines. It was intended that candidates would find
it imperative to appeal to voters of both major races
in order to be returned.

But unfortunately, the anticipated result was still
born. What in fact happened was that instead of the
United Federal Party making their policies liberal
enough in order to attract African support, they
entered into an electoral pact with anti-Federation but
much-weaker African National Congress. The two
parties had nothing in common except a common
determination to prevent a UNIP government. UFP
wanted this because it saw in that action, its only
chance to return to power. Nkumbula, whose ANC
has been depleted by Kaunda's abler leadership
followed the line that since he could not win he might

TIT U S M U K U P 0 was an early founder of
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as well prevent Kaunda doing so despite their common
aspirations.

Although the ANC has presumably suffered from
this association with a 'strange bed-fellow', the pact
worked out well in areas where the ANC was strong
enough to represent the required minimum one-tenth
of the African vote and both parties benefited by two
members each.

On the other hand, for nine months prior to the
elections, the UNIP leader, Kaunda, made constant
pleas for a fresh start and a realistic approach to the
country's future. He addressed countless European
meetings; some consisting of miners of the Copperbelt,
others of European professionals and businessmen.

His general theme at the meetings was that Euro
peans should be accepted as citizens of the country
who should not fear the advent of an African govern
ment. His party's view was that it would be wrong to
ask Europeans to stay solely because of their technical
skill or because of their capital. They should stay
because they were fellow human beings.

"If we ask them to stay because of their capital or
technical know-how, their stay can only be temporary.
Because it would mean that as soon as Africans can
find new sources of capital and have gained technical
skill, they can send the Europeans packing. This would
be inhuman, unjust, unChristian and unAfrican," he
said.

That Europeans did not believe Kaunda became
evident in the results of the election-particularly in
the figures for the national seats-where it was neces
sary to break the votes into colour groups and express
them as percentages before the results were declared.
Figures show that where an election pact did not exist,
European support for an African candidate averaged
less than five per cent. The highest percentage scored
by a UNIP candidate from Europeans was scored by a
white candidate who polled 3.2% of the European vote
in his co·nstituency. The highest scored by an African
UNIP candidate was 2.3 which is 23 in a thousand.

Kaunda interprets this to mean that Europeans have
rejected his hand of friendship. He claims that during
the campaign large numbers of Europeans he addressed
assured him of their support in the elections. But he
was shocked to find that the reverse was in fact the
case. He claims that many of them told him they did
not like Federation and that if they were voting for
principles, they should have voted for his party.

On the other hand, Sir Ray Welensky has said that
the fact that Kaunda's party did not win, is an indica
tion that the electorate has rejected the extremism of
African nationalist leaders. Kaunda argues that far
from being rejected, he in fact got a mandate from the
electorate to demand a new constitution and to dis
mantle Federation. Kaunda's party polled 78 per cent
of the lower roll vote and captured nearly three times
as many votes as did the UFP which because of the
exotic constitution won one more seat than UNIP.
THE REJECTION OF THE LIBERAL PARTY by Africans at
the polls Kaunda interprets as meaning that Africans
no longer want to be ruled by predominantly white
governments. The Liberal Party, while agreeing with
UNIP that Federation should be scrapped now, main
tained that the African needed a period of tutelage of
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about five years during which he would be prepared
for eventual take-over.

One other point that the election has cleared is the
claim often heard that the more educated and sophisti
cated African is moderate. That he does not subscribe
to what is often called "the rantings of African
nationalists". This is also applied to chiefs. Results
and events shortly following the elections show that
this is not so. They show that voting amongst this type
of African-represented by the upper roll African
was solidly for the more militant UNIP. This vote was
solely responsible for winning UNIP the northern rural
seat where it outnumbered the white vote.

A revelation which has annoyed the African is that
contrary to common belief that the Asian was more
sympathetic to African nationalist aspirations, the bulk
of the Asian vote went to the UFP. Shortly after elec
tions, a strong anti-Asian feeling started breeding on
the Copperbelt and it soon led to small sporadic
unofficial boycotts of Asian-owned shops which also
affected some European businessmen and hurried
appeals from Asians were made to UNIP headquarters
to intervene.

The results of the general election make it imperative
for the British Government to step in and decide the
issue. At the moment, Kaunda-whether he wins
Nkumbula over to join him in an anti-Federation coali
tion government or not-is determined that he shall
now take over because his party had more votes than
all the other parties put together and had three times
as many votes as the UFP, although it won one more
seat.

Ten years ago, Welensky said: "As far as I am
concerned I want the African to be a friend. At the
same time, I want to make it clear to him that I, as
a white man, have no intention of abdicating the
position; no intention whatsoever. I am prepared to
share it with him to the extent that he is able to add
to the development of the State. There is to be no
abdication. I want to make it crystal clear."

There is no indication so far that Sir Roy has
changed his mind since. When this constitution was
being devised, it was his successful interference in
London that made the British Government water down
their proposals causing a strong reaction in the
territory resulting in the notorious anti-government
disturbances of last year.

Kaunda has packed his bag ready to jump on a
plane to London if he does not form the government.
On the other hand, "Royboy" is determined that
nothing should be done that would threaten the exist
ence of the Federation. An African government in
Northern Rhodesia would be a serious threat. Can he
be expected to take it lying down?

Finally, the election results and events shortly after
wards can be briefly interpreted to mean-

1. That Europeans overwhelmingly favour the con
tinuance of (a) Federation and (b) white rule;

2. That revelations have profoundly shaken the
African who thought that a substantial number
of European civil servants were neutral and un
committed in the tug-of-war between African and
European nationalism;
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3. That most Africans-including their chiefs-want
the immediate break-up of Federation and the
introduction of African or lnajority rule without
further delay;

4. That contrary to popular belief Indians here, are
more sympathetic to European than to African
nationalist aspirations. •

Its Nature, Means and Possibilities" is one such. In its
23 pages Mr. van Rensburg's hilarious Inisuse of
English is melTIorable on its own, though the reader is
irritated as often as amused by the incomprehensibility
of some passages. Thus, "2. What is the aint of a
community? As will be noted from the above, the
primary aim of a community as such. A community
does not do anything for the aged, the infirm, the sick,
the orphan, the low standard of living. The community
as a whole serves itself, by providing for its own."

ITS CHIEF SOURCE OF INTEREST, however, lies in the
picture of the future Transkei \vhich is implanted in
the minds of the Form IV (pre-matriculation) students
hearing the lecture, and which is in the mind of Mr.
Jansen van Rensburg himself. (It should be added that
Mr. van Rensburg is believed to be in a special position
of trust: he does not, rumour has it, have to bow to
irksome Departmental control.)

So perhaps he is at one with Dr. Verwoerd himself
in believing that "the members of the Bantu Commu
nity of the Transkei have exactly the same culture" and
"all fall under the same authority and acknowledge (it)
as binding." Therefore, in starting community projects,
the lecture says, it is "custom for the Bantu to be led
by their traditional authority and it is therefore them,
and them alone, who can and lnust take the lead in
community projects~" White society gets specialists to
undertake such projects and taxes itself heavily to pay
for them but the "Bantu member of a Community has
no money to give, he or she can only give himself or

Words

Words

Words

THE GLITTERING CENTREPIECE in the government's
Bantustan window display is the Jongilizwe School for
the Sons of Chiefs at Tsolo in the Transkei. Photo
graphed, eulogised and much visited, the School lends
a most satisfying argument to those who say "at least
the Nats are sincere". What better witness than these
pleasant buildings, the boiler suits and black berets of
the boys, the up-to-date educational methods, the
daring news that overseas periodicals are circulated
there (though I know only of The Reader's Digest being
available), above all the sensible idea of training in
the "Eton of the Transkei" the young chiefs-to-be for
their future duties.

The boys (seventy-two of them of whom only three
are chiefs' heirs) learn some interesting subjects
"D.iplomacy" for instance, and "Bantu Law", which is
the province of the Principal, Mr. H. Jansen van Rens
burg. The contents of the "Bantu Law", however, are
the base metal behind the glitter of Captain College
(as many of the boys call it, kaptein being the Afri
kaans word for chief). This can be seen from Mr. van
Rensburg's lecture notes which are duplicated for the
students. They have some strange titles, and there are
some strange questions in the test papers that accom
pany them. On the Lecture "The Republic's Attitude
to Emergent Africa" for instance, there are these
questions: "3. Describe the Cold War in Africa, with
particular reference to the Congo Republic, under the
following headings: (a) How the Communists fight the
Cold War; (b) The role played by Rajeshwar Dayal
and Antoine Gizenga: (c) The position of the United
Nations force OR 4. 'Countries are not real in Africa,
tribes are real.' Why do we make this statement?
Describe." (Why indeed? Perhaps only a psychiatrist's
casebook could tell.)

Most revealing of all are the contents of the lectures
themselves. "Community Development in the Transkei.

Notes on the written word.
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herself." The sick~ infirm~·blind, widows, orphans and
the aged are all to be cared for by various types of
self-help (e.g. "by a community authority setting an
example for a clean and healthy life" and thus prevent
ing Hthese afflictions"~ or by teaching the aged to make
baskets and lllats, or by taking orphans into the service
of the authority, to care for fruit and vegetable nurseries
"established by using the labour of the school
children".) Schools~ social work~ clinics and hospitals
are also to grow out of and serve the community in
various ways. ("The school-child of today has no
knowledge of his duties, obligations and privileges in
a community. A subject like Community forming or
Social education is an essentiaL") Sheep and dairy
farming are to be reorganised under authority control,
taxes as well ("Many a person in a community has no
money to pay for taxes but they have the power of
selling their labour. Let the Authority then buy these
labour potentials in lieu of taxes.") The selling of
labour outside the Transkei may also fall under the
Authority ("We propagate the principle of the Autho
rity being the Recruiter of Labour for the gold and
coal mines~ sugar estates, farms, building trade etc.)
to be paid 10s. per head of labour recruited. "The
present Recruiting Officer's job is thus taken over by
the headman and his council. This will not only be a
very lucrative source of income for the Authority~ but
will also serve to stabilise the Authority of such an
Authority." (I must go back to point out that the aim
of these Transkei community projects is stated as
"improving the human condition", unlike "many other
underdeveloped nations (which) aim at steel mills and
accelerated industrialisation".)

Cattle culling, co-operatives~ markets~ preserving of
produce (e.g. canning)~ and "culture" complete the
stated projects for the Transkei's Authorities to embark
upon. (Libraries: "In most European houses there are
,always books lying around that have been read. If
children in European schools could be asked to bring
such books and it could then be sent to the Authority
who has applied a small library \vHI be established in
no time at all"; Adult organisation-excluding sports
--initially "must be directed by the Central Authority
otherwise there might be clash of interests.")

This then is Mr. van Rensburg's future Transkei, and
presumably Dr. Verwoerd's as well. Here under the
direction of their Headmen are the "Bantu" to deve
lop, if not on their own lines, on the lines laid down
by Dr. Verwoerd and taught to future leaders by Mr.
van Rensburg at Tsolo. Poverty, authoritarianism, mi
'grant labour~ forced labour, child labour-here is their
Transkei plan in reality.

The picture would be worse were one not convinced
that the young men concerned will not accept these
means. There is the certainty that no African accepts
the apartheid idea in the same spirit as Dr. Verwoerd's
men preach it. Any fear that the JongiIizwe School
might produce the cadre of those who do accept apart
heid is dispelled by the appallingly low standard of
this lecture. Its feebleness and, at times, childishness,
must surely communicate itself to the student looking
into it sincerely to find a meaning. At its lowest points
it must surely lose any power of the intended indoctri
natee. For me, the lowest intellectual point of all is
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Mr. van Rensburg on the evolution of the community,
which I quote as a cheerful ending:

'"At the daybreak of human -civilisation there was no
organised living together. Each person lived on his own,
hunting his own food, seeking shelter from the elements,
fighting for his own survival like an animal. But when man
took to himself a mate and children were born and he had
evolved to such an extent that he wanted to care for them
he started to make provision for them ..." •

National Canvas
ARTHUR BLAXALL

The Peoples and Policies of South Africa by Leo Mar
guard (Oxford University Press paperbacks)

FOR MANY YEARS now world travel has held one great
problem for those of us who love the country of our
birth, or adoption, as the case may be. Invariably
when introduced as a visitor from South Africa within
a few minutes someone will say: "So much has been
written about your country it is impossible to know
what to believe: can you recommend one really
reliable book?"

For me this problem was solved ten years ago when
the a.D.p. brought out the first edition of Leo
Marquard's book, The Peoples and Policies of South
Africa. Eight years later a revised edition appeared
which was so up to date that it even included carefully
documented reference to the tragedies of Langa and
Sharpeville.

Cheap as these books were for the material con
tained~ and the excellent production, they were still
too expensive for many to possess a copy, and yet that
is the only thing to do with a volume to which one
finds oneself referring again and again. Now the
publishers will place (we hope) many thousands of
readers in their debt because they have brought out an
excellent paper back edition for a mere eighty-five
cents. The printing~ binding and general appearance,
leave nothing to be desired~ such is the miracle of
modern production.

And what is more, it even catches up on the torrent
of events which~ through the last two years, have made
South Africa one of the most controversial countries
in our rapidly changing world. This very fact reveals
the genius of the author, for it is no easy task to relate
objectively political developments and kaleidoscopic
events, some of which have hardly had time to sink
into the understanding of the people most concerned
those of us who are proud to call ourselves South
Africans. For this reason this book is of equal impor
tance to local as to overseas readers.

BEFORE INDICATING SOMETHING of what is between the
glossy covers of this 284-page book may I be allowed
a few "vords about Leo Marquard whom I have been
privileged to know for over thirty years.

When I first met him he was a lecturer at Bloemfon
tein University College. That he, and his able wife,
came to the type of liberal meeting I was attending
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indicated at once that they had intellectually travelled
far from the mental atmosphere in which they were
nurtured in D.R.C. manses. I did not know him during
the important years he served in the Army Educational
Service, but have heard from many of the outstanding
contribution he made both to the soldiers who were
his special responsibility, and the \vider public he
addressed in several countries.

I knew him again in later years as a fellow executive
member of the Institute of Race Relations, and greatly
regretted that his duties with the G.D.P. made it
difficult for him to continue long as president of the
Institute: but devotion to less spectacular sphef.~s of
work has always marked one who could have been
outstanding in ~1any \valks of life, not least in Parlia
ment had he felt able to \\lork in the difficult atmos
phere of party politics in South Africa. His knowledge
of, and interest in, these varied fields of human activity
have made it possible for him to write the IllOSt
informative short story of South Africa.

\Vriting thus warmly of the author does not mean I
go all the way with some things he has written-indeed
it is the essence of respect that one can differ and feel
friendship deepened rather than otherwise. The question
of agreement or othenvise springs largely from the way
he is able to propound a question which indicates the
sort of answer he would personally give, but leaves the
reader free to form his own opinion. For example
chapter 7, entitled Politics, Policies, and Parties, is
brought so up to date; he even mentions Government
pressure for the development of Bantustans with these
words: "assuming that one or two Bantustans do
achieve independence, would that not merely put South
Africa back to the border \vars of the nineteenth
century?"

It is in this chapter that most of the latest revision
is introduced ,although the final conclusion chapter is
also clearly influenced by very recent events. One is
tempted to ask whether Leo thought enough b~fore he
wrote: "Perhaps the most hopeful sign of all is the
moderation that the most important non-white organi
sations have shown, often in the face of great provoca
tion; bodies such as the African National Congress
have insistently rejected would-be leaders who hoped
to climb to eminence by preaching racial war and
domination-a black nationalism that would grow by
feeding on ever more extr,eme and violent measures.
This moderation of African leadership argues a
political maturity that will be a priceless asset to South
Africa when affairs become more critical, as they
assuredly will." I hope we will all say Amen to this
statement, but there will be some \vho will wonder
""hether he does not miss the n1ain tragedy of the
situation today, namely that this very moderation is
repudiated by an ever-growing nUfnber of completely
frustrated young people.

THESE CONTROVERSIAL SUBJECTS apart, the chief value
of the book remains today, as it was 10 years ago, in
the profound, comprehensive picture of our complex
national canvas, and its acute analysIs of all that has
gone into its composition.

It is important, as well as interesting, to notice how
assessment of the present is influenced more by events
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which have happened in the past, than the vital need
to mould the present with a keen eye on the shape of
things to come. Leo Marquard has lived his life
through the first part of this century in the c.ontext
about which he now writes-his words come straight
from the crucible of experience. When one reads that
possibly 1910 was too early for the Union of the two
British Colonies and two Boer Republics, and that a
little more patience might have led to Federation, one
is inclined to think that wistful longing for the imme
diate future colours his judgement on the deeds of his
fathers. Marquard does not attempt to hide his convic
tion that there is still time for fundamental constitu
tional reform, by way of another National Convention,
in which all South African peoples will share. And so
again \ve are left with a ringing question which is not
easily silenced. •

The Great Red
Feet Plot
ALBIE SACHS

Africa's Reel Iiarvest by Pieter Lessing (MuseuIn Press)

AT LAST WE HAVE the full, stark story of the creeping
Red menace in Africa. Soviet engineers at Aswan,
African students in Moscow, Chinese diplomats in
eleven African states-here we see the whole frighten
ing yet fascinating picture, presented in easy-to-read
form by well-known journalist and writer, Pieter
Lessing. Lessing is well qualified to write this book.
Born in South Africa, we are told, of an old Afrikaans
family, he has travelled widely throughout the African
continent, meeting at first hand suc.h prominent African
leaders as Katanga's Moise Tshombe, whom he
describes in typically fertile language as "an oasis of
sanity in a desert of almost unrelieved barrenness."

No detail of the vast communist conspiracy has
escaped Lessing's keen eye. We learn, for example, of
the sinister training school in Moscow for Ghanaians
who aspire to be bankers. The Reds, we discover, are
not only aiming at capturing the minds of the African
masses, they are also clearly determined to get a firm
grip on their feet: in Bamako, capital of Mali, the
Czechs are building a leather processing factory which
will produce each year a million pairs of leather shoes
and 300,000 pairs of rubber shoes.

For the first time in a language other than Portu
guese we find revealed the full extent of Soviet
involvement in the cruel invasion by Angolans against
the P'ortuguese in Angola, both R.oberto and Andrade
being shown up for the Moscow-men that they are.

A feature of the book is the ease with which the
writer slips from one theme to the next, exposing the
Soviet bloc's efforts to red-ant Africa's trade unions,
women's, youth and students' organisations, and to
plant trained saboteurs as a fifth column throughout
the continent.
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THE ..TEXT IS SCHOLARLY but the author has w:sely
decided not to burden it with a single source reference.
["For reasons which are self-evident," he explains, they
cannot, to his regret, be disclosed.] The author also
does not fall into the trap of confusing communism ~n

i\f~ic.a. with African communism, more especially the
actIvitIes of the various communist parties in Africa.
The reader is accordingly spared any description
\vhatsoever of the size, activities or influence of the
comnlunist parties of such countries as South Africa.
Basutoland, Sudan, Egypt, Morocco, Algeria and
Tunisia. There is also no discussion of such topics as
the significance of the African heritage of tribal
communism, to which so many contemporary socialists
insist on referring.

In fact the author's thesis is a simple and telling one:
communism, largely through lack of will on the part
of the West, has made vast strides in Africa in the
past couple of years, and the West, far from facing up

boldly to the challenge, continues to be communism's
main ally. "A first essential remains that throughout
the free world there must be some re-thinking about
the blind, unreasoning condemnation of all things
colonial and of the white man in Africa." Whereas the
moderat~ Africans, the tribal leaders, the millions
\\'hose dearest wish is to be closely tied to the West and
the African who wrote such an intelligent letter to the
East African Standard, are all ignored by the press of
America and Britain (and in the United Nations) "only
the political agitators are given headlines."

The moral, if Mr. Lessing will excuse the summary
of his 200 pages, is: Don't be nasty to the white man,
otherwise you will open the floodgates of chaos and
communism.

The Free World stands truly indebted to Pieter
Lessing, for producing, in the words of the dustcover,
a frightening book. •

To The Editors
A New Civilisation
DEAR SIRS,-Although J. Arthur Mai
mane's complaints against the mission·
aries are fair he makes the unfortunate
mistake of using the standards of today
for judging the missionaries of yester
year.

Today missionaries are making deter
mined efforts to 'indigenise' the African
church and do away with the Western
flavour. Recently a mission at Sibasa in
the Northern Transvaal built a new
church using wherever possible African
architecture and colour schemes for
decoration. This church has not been
well received by the worshippers. In
Northern Zululand a project to build
African style churches with a circular
interior had to be shelved as there was
no support for the scheme from the'
African Christians.

Tt is unfortunate that the missionaries
did not make as far as possible a record
of what history the Africans had but I
think that an objective person must
admit that it was precious little. The
African traditions of hospitality and
informality as well as his genius for
music and handcraft should be preserved
and combined with the best of Western
,culture. Our object as Africans, black
and white, should be to create a new
civilisation taking the best of \Ve~tern

civilisation and infusing it with African
vitality.

The African social order which Mr.
Maimane praises is surely only suited to
a rural and small ~ommunity life. It\i
break·up was occasioned much more by
the universal problems of urbanisation
and industrialisation than by the influ
ence of the missionaries. The problem~

of urbanisation have been much eased
where the African has been a devoted
member of his Christian community and

here the missionary has done a real
service.

1 think that it was President Nasser
who said that the African has missed
the a~e of the wheel but he is not going
to mIss the atomic age. I believe that
that approach in thinking will be much
more progressive than to attempt to
manufacture a history for a civilisation
that never had a writing. It is only
comparable to the British trying to
glorify the ancient Britons in their woad
and attempting to show that that civili
sa tion was superior to the Roman one.
Rather let us be big enough to admit
that it was inferior but at the same time
being determined to use only the best of
Western civilisation but to do so critic
ally. GRAHAM MCINTOSH
Cape Town

Redistribution of Wealth
DEAR SIRS,-As I read Mr. Leather"s
letter in your November issue, I kept
expecting to ~ome across a reference to
the wicked miners who put the coal in
the baths they were given: He uses
nearly every other anti·sociaIist cliche
imaginable.

There are aspects of Mr. Evans' pro
posals which could well bear criticism,
and pruning, but they do at least show
an awareness of the problems which the
New Africa is facing, and which South
Africa will have to face when apartheid
is removed. What this means is that
li berals should do a lot more thinking
about economics and measures for
ma intaining economic prosperity in this
country, as well as distributing of wealth
more widely.

]f they do not. they will become the
anachronism that many people already
think they are-and that Mr. Leather
shows many in fact are now.

The redistribution of wealth in this
country is something that cannot just
be left to the idling of the "market":
hundreds of years of economic privilege
will have to be removed-and fast, if a

complete and violent revolution is to be
avoided in South Africa.

Certainly any measures involving state
control and planning of economic and
industrial development will involve the
curtailment of some of the freedom of
certain individuals-those who have en
joyed the accumulated privilege handed
to them by white supremacy. The prob
lem that those who really seek freedom
-and I hope that this includes Liberals
as well as Socialists-is to reconcile the
economic restrictions that will be neces
sary with the maximum possible amount
of individual freedom.

They will not do this by mere name
calling, but by serious thought. The New
African could do a service by stimulat
ing more of this.
Cape Town DAVID RUSSELL

Anti- or Non-Communist
DEAR SIRS,-Why are your leading articles
afraid to proclaim that they are anti
communist? You wouldn't have pub
lished one, as you did in November,
telling a story which discredits commu
nists, though, as you admitted, it could
not be verified, unless you were anti
communist.

If you are, why are you? If you are
in the same camp as Mr. Vorster in this
respect shouldn't you define where you
differ as anti-communists?

If, like me, you are just non
communist, why then the leading article?
The New African could do us a service
b~ analysing the various responses to
communism, including its own, in this
country. CAPTAIN
Umtata

[The leading article was intended 10
show that, by separating themselves
front the ntOvenlents demanding free
dom in South Africa and abroad,
through the decision to re-create the
S.A. Communist Party, communists
have made themselves vulnerable to
the type of unverifiable rumour we
quoted.
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